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Abstract. This work presents the development of an XML based language for the standardization of the information needed to build molecular rovibrational hamiltonians. This Molecular Spectroscopic Simulations
Markup Language (MSSML) allows to collect and represent in a uniﬁed way the information obtained from electronic structure calculations
performed in heterogeneous distributed systems, such as Internet-based
Grids of computers. This standard language will permit the use of a web
(Grid) services approach to automate the simulation of rovibrational
spectra.
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1

Introduction

Diﬀerent theoretical models can be used to perform molecular rovibrational spectra simulations. Thus, the simple rigid rotor-harmonic oscillator model can be
used to get an approximate estimate of rotational and vibrational frequencies
using equilibrium structure information [1]. Most of the nowadays electronic
structure codes applies this model to provide fundamental vibration frequencies. In this context, it is worth mentioning the SNF program [2]. SNF allows
the calculation of vibrational spectra using the harmonic approximation for frequencies and the double harmonic approximation for intensities. More realistic
models can be built selecting an appropriate set of vibrational coordinates and
analyzing the variation of structure and energy as these coordinates change.
For instance, ﬂexible molecules with only one accessible equilibrium position
(i.e., semi-rigid molecules) can use the full set of normal modes as vibrational
coordinates. The standard Watson Hamiltonian model uses this approach [3].
On the grounds of the Born-Oppenheimer separation [4] [5] the total energy
of an electronic structure calculation deﬁnes the potential for the nuclear motion. On the other hand, it is possible to generate a set of molecular structures
by displacing from the equilibrium position along the diﬀerent vibrational coordinates. Thus, by performing electronic structure calculations for the set of
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structures generated we have a way to map the potential for the nuclear motion.
Formally, this process represents a mapping of the molecular potential energy
hypersurface. In addition, from the structures used we can build the kinetic part
of the rovibrational Hamiltonian. This approach has been used to accurately
simulate rovibrational spectra in semi-rigid and non-rigid molecules, see for instance [6],[7],[8], and references therein. To deal with problems of large size, a
methodology for the automatic mapping of potential energy hypersurfaces has
been developed for working on Internet-based Grids of computers [9]. Here, a set
of diﬀerent molecular structures are generated and submitted for computation
in the Grid and the results are collected in a single ﬁle. Any of the available
electronic structure codes can be used to perform the set of calculations. However, each software tool has a particular way to describe the input data and the
results of the calculations. In other words, the speciﬁcation of the information
is not uniﬁed. This problem requires to know the syntax of every program to
use. This situation becomes more troublesome when we need to share information among computational systems. In this case, it is necessary to identify the
program generating the information before it can be used. In particular, we face
the above problems when trying to represent the information needed to simulate
rovibrational spectra from the molecular electronic structure package used to
map the corresponding potential energy hypersurface. A standardized way to
represent and collect the information generated is needed in order to unify the
representation. In addition, this would allow to simplify the later automation of
spectra simulations using software tools based in a web services approach.
Generalized markup languages, such as SGML (Standard Generalized Markup
Language) [10] or XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [11], can be used to make
explicitly the structure of a document. SGML is very powerful but also highly
complex; in fact, most manufacturers could not implement it completely. XML,
on the other hand, has been designed to be simpler, easier to use and smaller,
being a fully conforming subset of SGML.
XML is a metamarkup language for text documents [12]. In other words, it is a
language to deﬁne languages, and any XML based document can be read by any
tool able to read text ﬁles. In XML documents the data are included as strings
of text. These data are surrounded by text markups describing them. The XML
speciﬁcation deﬁnes the exact syntax these markups must follow. XML allows
the deﬁnition of markup vocabularies and sets of grammatical rules to properly
combine such vocabularies. The grammars specify where tags may be placed,
how they must look like, which element names are legal, how attributes are
attached to elements, and so forth. Given an XML based language, its associated
grammar is speciﬁc enough to allow the development of XML parsers that can
read documents written in that language. Documents that satisfy its intended
grammar are said to be well-formed.
The markup in an XML document describes the structure of the document,
specifying how its constituent elements are associated. In a well-designed XML
document, the markup also describes the document semantics. The markup
allowed for a particular XML application can be documented in a schema.
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Particular document instances can be compared to the schema. Documents that
match the schema are said to be valid. Documents that do not match are invalid.
Validity depends on the schema. That is, whether a document is valid or invalid
depends on which schema you compare it to. Not all documents need to be valid.
There are many diﬀerent XML schema languages, with diﬀerent levels of expressivity. The most broadly supported schema language, and the only one deﬁned by the XML 1.0 speciﬁcation itself, is the document type deﬁnition (DTD).
A DTD lists all the legal markups and speciﬁes where and how they can be included in a document. DTDs are optional in XML. On the other hand, DTDs
may not always be enough. The DTD syntax is quite limited and does not allow
to make many useful statements such as "This element contains a number" or
"This string of text is a date between 1974 and 2032." The W3C XML Schema
Language (which sometimes goes by the misleadingly generic label schemas)
allows to express constraints of this nature [13].
Both, Document Type Deﬁnitions (DTD’s) and XML Schemas (XSD’s, also
known as WXS) are ways to deﬁne XML-based data models. However, there are
many technical beneﬁts in the use of XML Schemas versus DTD, including:
– Support for primitive (built-in) data types ( i.e.: xsd:integer, xsd:string,
xsd:date, and so on ), which facilitates using XML in conjunction with other
typed-data, including relational data.
– The ability to deﬁne custom data types, using object-oriented data modeling
principles: encapsulation, inheritance, and substitution.
– Compatibility with other XML technologies. For example, Web services,
XQuery, XSLT and other technologies can optionally be schema-aware.
In the Computational Chemistry ﬁeld there are several eﬀorts to create languages which unify the document structure in diﬀerent parts of the area. Therefore, some XML languages have been developed, among them CML (Chemical
markup language) [14] [15]. CML is a new approach to managing molecular information. It has an extensible scope, as it covers disciplines from macromolecular
sequences to inorganic molecules and quantum chemistry. CML has an extension called CMLSpect [16] for managing spectral, and other analytical, data.
This language allows the user to describe diﬀerent kinds of spectra. In this way,
using this language, it is posible to describe the spectra of an equilibrium structure. In addition, it is possible to draw the spectra in a visual tool. Another
interesting language is QC-ML (Quantum Chemistry Markup Language) [17].
This language establishes a common format for quantum chemistry information,
enhancing code interoperability and communication between diﬀerent programs.
The goal of this language is to unify the input and output ﬁle formats for the
diﬀerent molecular electronic structure codes.
In this paper we present a full formal speciﬁcation of the data needed for
rovibrational molecular spectra simulations. These data correspond to a set of
diﬀerent molecular structures. The work is oriented to the sharing of information
in heterogeneous distributed systems such as Internet-based Grids of computers.
So, a new XML language called MSSML (Molecular Spectroscopic Simulations
Markup Language) is proposed. This new language collects in a uniﬁed way the
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information, obtained from molecular electronic structure codes, needed to simulate rovibrational spectra. Thus, the structure, potential nuclear energy, vibrational coordinates and dipole moment (among other information) from several
molecular structures can be represented. This language normalizes the input
for any simulation programs that needs to use this information. Moreover, using XML parsers, error checking and validation is easy by using an appropriate
XML Schema, also presented in this work. Nevertheless, from the information
contained in a MSSML ﬁle, we can derive kinetic and potential energy expressions for anharmonic vibrations as shown in [18],[19].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 an overview of the
new language is presented. Section 3 details the architecture of the language.
In section 4, we present the corresponding XML Schema needed to validate
documents. Finally, in section 5 we present the main conclusions of the work.

2

Molecular Spectroscopic Simulations Markup
Language, MSSML

Our objective is to develop a language to standardize the format of the set of
data needed for the simulation of rovibrational spectra. The data are generated from molecular electronic structure (ab initio) calculations. The goal is to
collect the information obtained in molecular hypersurface scans performed in
computational Grid environments as described in [9]. The diﬀerent structures
deﬁning the scan are generated as a function of vibrational coordinates. Since at
present we focus in semi-rigid molecules, normal modes are used as vibrational
coordinates in the framework of the Watson hamiltonian model [3]. A language
as the one proposed here would be a common way for representing the structural information needed to build diﬀerent kinds of rovibrational spectroscopic
models.
To deﬁne the language we start by establishing the basic requirements it must
satisfy. Therefore, our language must be:
– Self-descriptive
– Easily and unambiguously read by both users and computational systems
– Able to logically connect its constituent elements in a clearly expressed nesting structure of statements
– Interoperable among computational systems
– Extensible
These requirements are fulﬁlled using the XML metalanguage because of the
properties of XML based languages. First, these languages are easy to understand
since they are self-descriptive, i.e., an XML based language contains markups
deﬁning the data of a document. Therefore, it is not necessary other document to
explain the information contained. On the other hand, an XML based language
can be structured using the markup tags. Moreover, since XML languages are
plain text based, they provide interoperability between computational systems,
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readability of the documents for the users, and eﬃciency in the use of the information. Finally, an XML based language can be extended to include new kinds
of information. All these characteristics make XML the most suitable option to
build a language oriented to the standardized interchange of information (between
users and/or computational systems). This is specially important in distributed
systems such as Internet-based Grids of computers. Thus, we focus in developing
a Molecular Spectroscopic Simulations Markup Language, in short MSSML.

3

MSSML Architecture

The information we wish to collect in the MSSML is obtained from an appropriate theoretical molecular structure scan. Since we are dealing with semi-rigid
molecules, this scan is generated by allowing displacements on the diﬀerent normal modes. In other words, we are using the set of normal modes as a complete
set of vibrational coordinates. The information to collect is obtained from molecular electronic structure calculations. To properly collect and organize the
information using an XML standardized language we have used the following
approach. The root element, or global container, of each MSSML document describes the molecule under study. Obviously the corresponding tag element is
called Molecule. The <Molecule> element is composed by lower level elements
which deﬁne the molecular characteristics, the characteristics of the level of
theory used and the information generated in the study. In addition, this information can be formally considered divided in two sections. The ﬁrst one refers
to the equilibrium information. The second corresponds to the structural scan
information.
The basic information starts with an attribute (name) that deﬁnes an ID for
the molecule. The kind of theoretical study is deﬁned by the level of theory
used, element <TheoryLevel>. The molecular composition is deﬁned specifying
the number of atoms with the element <Natoms>, followed by a list of the
corresponding atomic numbers speciﬁed in an element called <AtomList>. These
elements appear organized in a formatted document as follows:
< Molecule name = " WaterDimer " >
< TheoryLevel > MP2 ( Full ) /6 -311++ G (2 d ,2 p ) </ TheoryLevel >
< Natoms >6 </ Natoms >
< AtomList >8 8 1 1 1 1 </ AtomList >
.....
.....
</ Molecule >

where the water dimer has been used as a case model.
The previous set of elements deﬁnes the basic information about the molecule.
An independent section, identiﬁed by the element <Equilibrium>, collects the
symmetry, the structure, and the harmonic vibrational data of the molecule
at its equilibrium position. Thus, a <PointGroup> element identiﬁes the point
group of the molecule. On the other hand, the equilibrium structure, deﬁned
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by the nuclear cartesian coordinates, is included through the element <EquilibriumCartesianCoordinates>. This element is composed by three inner elements corresponding to the x, y and z coordinates given in Angstroms, elements
<x>, <y> and <z>. The three principal moments of inertia are included in the
<EquilibriumInertialMoments> element. The following elements are used to deﬁne the vibrational information. Therefore, a <NormalModesNumber> element
tag speciﬁes the number of normal modes. The normal modes themselves are
deﬁned in a new section labeled with a <NormalModes> element. This element
contains the information of each mode within the subelement <Mode>. The
normal modes can be arbitrarily ordered. However, usually, normal modes are
ordered in increasing value of their fundamental vibrational frequencies. This
is the typical order in the molecular electronic structure codes. Each mode is
identiﬁed by an order number, element <Number>. In addition, each mode
bears its point group symmetry, harmonic frequency (in cm−1 ), reduced mass
(in AMU) and force constant (in mDyn/Angstrom). These data are found under
the elements <Symmetry>, <Frequency>, <RedMass> and <ForceConstant>,
respectively. Finally, the cartesian displacements deﬁning the normal mode are
also included, element <Components>. This element is organized in three groups
corresponding to the displacements on the x, y and z axis, elements <x>, <y>
and <z>. This organization of information will look as in the following document
fragment, corresponding to the water dimer:
< Molecule name = " WaterDimer " >
.....
.....
< Equilibrium >
< PointGroup > CS </ PointGroup >
< E q u i l i b r i u m C a r t e s i a n C o o r d i n a t e s>
<x > 0.000081 0.000081 0.489136 0.489136 -0.903305
-0.076255 </ x >
<y > -1.390930 1.519775 -1.711558 -1.711558 1.833730
0.558632 </ y >
<z > 0.000000 0.000000 0.759256 -0.759256 0.000000
0.000000 </ z >
</ E q u i l i b r i u m C a r t e s i a n C o o r d i n a t e s>
< E q u i l i b r i u m I n e r t i a l M o m e n t s> 8.28831 281.32274 281.33332 </
E q u i l i b r i u m I n e r t i a l M o m e n t s>
< NormalModesN u mb e r > 12 </ NormalModes Nu m be r >
< NormalModes >
< Mode >
< Number >1 </ Number >
< Symmetry >A ’ ’ </ Symmetry >
< Frequency > 134.1867 </ Frequency >
< RedMass > 1.0694 </ RedMass >
< ForceConstant > 0.0114 </ ForceConstant >
< Components >
<x > 0.00 0.00 0.36 -0.36 0.00 0.00 </ x >
<y > 0.00 0.00 0.34 -0.34 0.00 0.00 </ y >
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<z > 0.00 0.06 -0.09 -0.09 -0.69 -0.15 </ z >
</ Components >
</ Mode >
.....
.....
< Mode >
< Number > 12 </ Number >
< Symmetry >A ’ ’ </ Symmetry >
< Frequency > 3974.5511 </ Frequency >
< RedMass > 1.0819 </ RedMass >
< ForceConstant > 10.0700 </ ForceConstant >
< Components >
<x > 0.00 0.00 0.16 -0.30 0.00 0.00 </ x >
<y > 0.00 0.00 0.39 -0.24 0.00 0.00 </ y >
<z > 0.00 0.09 -0.04 -0.01 -0.29 -0.05 </ z >
</ Components >
</ Mode >
</ NormalModes >
</ Equilibrium >
.....
.....
</ Molecule >

The previous <Equilibrium> section is the minimum needed in an MSSML document to perform rovibrational spectra simulations. In this case, we could only
work at the rigid rotor level for rotation and the harmonic oscillator for vibration.
The next section is composed by the information arising from the molecular structure scan along the normal modes. This information is identiﬁed by
the <StructureScan> element and is conformed by a set of diﬀerent molecular
structures. Each structure is identiﬁed by a <Structure> tag element. Each conformation has an attribute that identiﬁes if the structure is valid (value "true")
or not (value "false"). A conformation is considered valid if the molecular structure program has been able to ﬁnish the corresponding theoretical calculation
providing the desired results. The elements composing a <Structure> are the
displacements on the normal modes, <NormalModesIncrements>, the cartesian
coordinates resulting from the displacement, <CartesianCoordinates>, the total
energy of the structure, <Energy>, and the dipole moment, <DipoleMoment>.
The <NormalModesIncrements> element contains a list with the increments
used for each normal mode. The next element, <CartesianCoordinates>, represents the position of each nucleus, in Angstroms, after this displacement. Clearly,
it should be organized in terms of the x, y and z components. Accordingly, we use
again the <x>, <y> and <z> elements. On the other hand, the <Energy> element represents the total molecular energy for this molecular structure in atomic
units. On the grounds of the Born-Oppenheimer approach this datum represents
the potential energy for the nuclear motion. The last element, <DipoleMoment>,
collects the dipole moment in Debyes, which is needed to compute intensities for
vibrational transitions. This element is composed by three sub-elements corresponding to the three cartesian components: <dx>, <dy> and <dz>. When the
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conformation is not valid, only the <NormalModesIncrements> element appears
in the document. In this way we can identify the displacement that generates
the problem.
The following fragment code illustrates, for the water dimer, the case of a
valid conformation:
< Molecule name = " WaterDimer " >
.....
.....
< StructureScan >
< Structure valid = " true " >
< NormalMode s In c re m en t s >
< Increment > 0.453 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 </ Increment >
</ NormalMode s In c re m e nt s >
< CartesianC oo r di n at e s >
<x > 0.000081 0.000081 0.489136 0.489136 -0.903305
-0.076255 </ x >
<y > -1.390930 1.519775 -1.711558 -1.711558 1.833730
0.558632 </ y >
<z > 0.000000 0.000000 0.759256 -0.759256 0.000000
0.000000 </ z >
</ CartesianC oo r di n a te s >
< Energy > -152.109348171 </ Energy >
< DipoleMoment >
< dx > 2.7636 </ dx >
< dy > -0.7311 </ dy >
< dz > 0.4683 </ dz >
</ DipoleMoment >
</ Structure >
.....
.....
</ StructureScan >
</ Molecule >

In case of an invalid conformation the information will appear as follows:
< Molecule name = " WaterDimer " >
.....
.....
< StructureScan >
< Structure valid = " false " >
< NormalMode s In c re m en t s >
< Increment > 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 </ Increment >
</ NormalMode s In c re m e nt s >
</ Structure >
.....
.....
</ StructureScan >
</ Molecule >
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MSSML Schema

In the previous section, the architecture of the language proposed has been
presented. Here, we are going to deﬁne the set of rules that our language must
follow. These rules will deﬁne, among others, the characteristics of each element.
This information can not be speciﬁed in the MSSML documents. However, it
can be deﬁned in an XML Schema [13]. An XML Schema is a formalization of
the constraints, expressed as rules, that apply to a class of XML documents.
Therefore, the main use for a Schema is the validation of documents. So, by
validating documents against Schemas, we can ensure that the information of
a given document is correctly structured according to the set of allowed rules.
In this way, software tools can be used to read documents written in an XML
language, ensuring that the information received by the software is properly
formatted.
Table 1. Summary of the elements used by the Molecular Spectroscopic Simulations
Markup Language (MSSML)
Element
Molecule
TheoryLevel
Natoms
AtomList
Equilibrium
PointGroup
EquilibriumCartesianCoordinates
EqulibriumInertialMoments
NormalModesNumber
NormalModes
Mode
Number
Symmetry
Frequency
RedMass
ForceConstant
Components
StructureScan
Structure
NormalModesIncrements
Increment
CartesianCoordinates
Energy
DipoleMoment
dx, dy, dz
x, y, z

Type
xsd:complexType
xsd:string
xsd:int
mssml:AtomListType
xsd:compexType
xsd:string
mssml:xyzType

Parent
Root
Molecule
Molecule
Molecule
Molecule
Equilibrium
Equilibrium

mssml:DoubleListType Equilibrium
xsd:int
xsd:compexType
xsd:complexType
xsd:int
xsd:string
xsd:double
xsd:double
xsd:double
mssml:xyzType
xsd:complexType
xsd:complexType
xsd:complexType
mssml:DoubleListType
mssml:xyzType
xsd:double
xsd:complexType
xsd:double
mssml:DoubleListType

Equilibrium
Equilibrium
NormalModes
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Mode
Molecule
StructureScan
Structure
NormalModesIncrements
Structure
Structure
Structure
DipoleMoment
Elements of type
mssml:xyzType
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Table 2. Summary of the Molecular Spectroscopic Simulations Markup Language
(MSSML) element types
Element Type
AtomListType
DoubleListType
xyzType

Description
Composed by a list of int numbers
Composed by a list of double numbers
Composed by x, y and z elements

Considering the advantages of an XML Schema, we have deﬁned one for
MSSML. Following the W3C recommendation for providing uniquely named
elements and attributes in an XML document [11] we encapsulate our MSSML
elements deﬁning a namespace. This namespace is used to deﬁne the Schema.
The URI corresponding to the namespace is associated to out research group:
http://qcycar.inf-cr.uclm.es/MSSML.xsd. The preﬁx used in the Schema for the
namespace is mssml. In addition, there is another namespace used, deﬁned in
all Schemas, called xsd. This namespace is necessary because it deﬁnes the basic
types of each element.
We have deﬁned all the elements of the MSSML as qualiﬁed, i. e., the elements
belong to the target namespace. The meaning and syntax of the elements of the
MSSML have been presented in the previous section. In Table 1, we present a
summary of all elements considered as well as the corresponding types.
As we can see in Table 1, we have used some basic types (namespace xsd),
as for example string, int, double or complexType. We must keep in mind that,
in our case, the complexType element contains a sequence of other elements.
We have also used some other user deﬁned element types (from the namespace
mssml). Thus, we have deﬁned three element types in the XML Schema in order
to reuse code in the own deﬁnition of the MSSML. Moreover, these element
types make the XML Schema easier to understand. Table 2 shows these element
types. The ﬁrst type, AtomListType, is a list of int numbers. The second type,
DoubleListType, is a list of double precision real numbers. Both lists separate
items by a space. The last type, xyzType, is a sequence of three DoubleListType
elements. These elements are <x>, <y> and <z>.
According to these speciﬁcations, the Appendix at the end of this paper
presents the Schema for MSSML in full.

5

Conclusions

We have developed an XML language for Molecular Spectroscopic Simulations
called MSSML (Molecular Spectroscopic Simulations Markup Language). The
language allows to collect the information generated in molecular structure scans
performed with electronic structure software tools in distributed and heterogeneous systems such as Internet-based Grids of computers. Using normal modes as
basic vibrational coordinates MSSML permits to store in a standardized way the
information needed for building anharmonic rovibrational hamiltonians. Also, we
have deﬁned an XML Schema for MSSML, which contain the restrictions of the
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language. Using the Schema we can automatically test not only that an MSSML
document is well-formed, but also that its has a valid structure.
As future work, we plan to extend our language to include internal or
symmetry coordinates as vibrational coordinates.
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Appendix: XML Schema for MSSML
<? xml version = " 1.0 " encoding = " UTF -8 " ? >
< xsd:schema xmlns:xsd = " http: // www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema "
targetNames pa ce = " http: // qcycar . inf - cr . uclm . es / MSSML . xsd "
xmlns:mssml = " http: // qcycar . inf - cr . uclm . es / MSSML . xsd "
attribute Fo r mD e fa u l t = " unqualified " elementForm De f au l t = "
qualified " >
< xsd:element name = " Molecule " >
< xsd:complexTy p e >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " TheoryLevel " type = " xsd:string " > </
xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " Natoms " type = " xsd:int " > </
xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " AtomList " type = " mssml:AtomL i st T yp e
" > </ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " Equilibrium " >
< xsd:complexT yp e >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " PointGroup " type = " xsd:string
" > </ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = "
E q u i l i b r i u m C a r t e s i a n C o o r d i n a t e s" type = "
mssml:xyzType " > </ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " E q u i l i b r i u m I n e r t i a l M o m e n t s"
type = " mssml:Doub le L is t Ty p e " > </ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " NormalMode sN um b er " type = "
xsd:int " > </ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " NormalModes " >
< xsd:complex Ty pe >
< xsd:sequence maxOccurs = " unbounded " >
< xsd:element name = " Mode " >
< xsd:complexT yp e >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " Number " type = "
xsd:int " > </ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " Symmetry " type = "
xsd:string " > </ xsd:element >
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< xsd:element name = " Frequency " type =
" xsd:double " > </ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " RedMass " type = "
xsd:double " > </ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " ForceConstant "
type = " xsd:double " > </ xsd:element
>
< xsd:element name = " Components " type
= " mssml:xyzType " > </ xsd:element >
</ xsd:sequence >
</ xsd:complexT yp e >
</ xsd:element >
</ xsd:sequence >
</ xsd:complex Ty pe >
</ xsd:element >
</ xsd:sequence >
</ xsd:complexT yp e >
</ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " StructureScan " minOccurs = " 0 " >
< xsd:complexT yp e >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " Structure " maxOccurs = "
unbounded " >
< xsd:complex Ty pe >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " NormalMode s In c re m en t s "
>
< xsd:complexT yp e >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " Increment " type =
" mssml:Doub l eL i st T yp e " > </
xsd:element >
</ xsd:sequence >
</ xsd:complexT yp e >
</ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " CartesianC oo r di n at e s "
type = " mssml:xyzType " minOccurs = " 0 " > </
xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " Energy " type = "
xsd:double " minOccurs = " 0 " > </
xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " DipolarMoment "
minOccurs = " 0 " >
< xsd:complexT yp e >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " dx " type = "
xsd:double " > </ xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " dy " type = "
xsd:double " > </ xsd:element >
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< xsd:element name = " dz " type = "
xsd:double " > </ xsd:element >
</ xsd:sequence >
</ xsd:complexT yp e >
</ xsd:element >
</ xsd:sequence >
< xsd:attribute name = " valid " type = "
xsd:boolean " use = " required " > </
xsd:attribute >
</ xsd:complex Ty pe >
</ xsd:element >
</ xsd:sequence >
</ xsd:complexT yp e >
</ xsd:element >
</ xsd:sequence >
< xsd:attribute name = " name " type = " xsd:string " use = "
required " > </ xsd:attribute >
</ xsd:complexTy p e >
</ xsd:element >
< xsd:complex Ty pe name = " xyzType " >
< xsd:sequence >
< xsd:element name = " x " type = " mssml:Dou bl e Li s tT y p e " > </
xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " y " type = " mssml:Dou bl e Li s tT y p e " > </
xsd:element >
< xsd:element name = " z " type = " mssml:Dou bl e Li s tT y p e " > </
xsd:element >
</ xsd:sequence >
</ xsd:complex Ty pe >
< xsd:simpleTy pe name = " AtomListType " >
< xsd:list itemType = " xsd:int " > </ xsd:list >
</ xsd:simpleTy pe >
< xsd:simpleTy pe name = " DoubleListTyp e " >
< xsd:list itemType = " xsd:double " > </ xsd:list >
</ xsd:simpleTy pe >
</ xsd:schema >

